Dear MLB,

Do you enjoy lying, because I think you do. I know what happened to Yewi Guillen. He was a kid who had big dreams but because you didn't give health care he died. And what about that 39,000 dollar contract, I know you didn't sign that and if you did you would have signed it you would be responsible. You tried to make him play and pushed him around. What if Yewri was you, you would be upset? You just don't care do you? You don't know how many people you hurt, you think you just hurt Yewri...well you didn't.

YOUR A LIAR!

I'm going to tell everyone I know to stop going to your games and buying your hats or shirts or anything.

Olivia
Dear MLB Players,
Do you remember (yewri guillen) the 18 year old boy that dyed because of sickness. What I think is that you people didn't even care is it true? I want to ask you a very good question, how come you send him to his house for his family to take care of the rest instead of bringing him to the hospital? How would you feel if they treated you like that and you dyed. And why did you trike yewri's mother into signing the contract so she won't sue?
What I'm trying to tell you is...
That IS Wrong!!! I'm starting to think the only thing you care about is money, did this really mean to happen. Was it a plan to get (yewri)? We want to know!!!

P.S. Sign your name so I will know you read every thing.

Sincerely
Arkod